VIRTUAL REALITY AND DENTISTRY
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ABSTRACT

The field of dentistry could benefit considerably from virtual reality (VR). There will be several ways like Virtual reality can be used to teach patients about oral hygiene and dental procedures in a more dynamic and engaging way. Patients can utilize virtual reality (VR) to learn about various dental procedures, view 3D representations of their teeth and gums and comprehend how poor oral hygiene affects their general health. Many people experience fear or worry when going to the dentist, which can prevent them from getting the essential dental care. VR can reduce these anxieties by fostering a more tranquil and immersive atmosphere. For instance, patients might utilize virtual reality (VR) headsets to divert their attention during treatments or imagine serene settings to lessen anxiety. Virtual reality can also be utilized to educate and teach dental practitioners in a more effective and efficient manner. Before working on actual patients, students can perform a variety of dental operations in a virtual setting which helps them develop their confidence and competence. VR can be used by dental practitioners to learn about new methods, instruments, and technologies. In general, the use of virtual reality in dentistry has the potential to enhance dental professional training and education, patient results, and patient involvement and satisfaction.
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INTRODUCTION

A rapidly expanding area of computer science, artificial intelligence (AI) enables machines to learn from and adapt to their surroundings. Several industries, including manufacturing, healthcare, finance, and customer service, could be completely transformed by it. Predictive analytics, facial recognition, natural language processing, and autonomous cars are just a few applications of AI. The applications of AI will develop along with technology, from boosting marketing initiatives to improving operational efficiency [1,2].

Dentistry is undergoing a transformation thanks to artificial intelligence (AI). Artificial intelligence (AI)-based technologies are being utilized to automate a number of procedures, including diagnosis and treatment planning, as well as to help with oral disease prevention and early detection. By making individualized recommendations based on data about specific patients, AI can also be utilized to enhance medical care. Moreover, AI can help dentists spend less time on administrative work and more time on patient care. AI has the potential to significantly improve dental care in the near future thanks to its promise for greater accuracy and efficiency.

What is artificial intelligence

The goal of artificial intelligence (AI), a subfield of computer science, is to comprehend and create intelligent things, frequently in the form of software [3]. It can be described as a series of actions intended to carry out a particular task. 4 Previously, artificially intelligent systems solved the specific problems they were designed to address by applying manually constructed rules. Each activity needed subject-matter specialists to manually fine-tune the system using engineering and domain-specific knowledge. For instance, a system created to find lesions in medical imaging would search for lumps with an unusual colour and a specific form. The system’s untunable components may be a range of colours for healthy tissue or the minimum lengths and widths for a potential lump. Machine learning, a subfield of AI, is currently most frequently in medicine [5] and more lately.

In machine learning (ML), a subfield of artificial intelligence, systems learn to carry out intelligent tasks without the aid of predetermined information or prewritten rules. Instead, without aid from humans, the systems find patterns in cases from a vast dataset. By defining a target and maximizing the system’s adjustable functions to achieve it, this is accomplished. An ML algorithm learns by exposure to random examples and incremental tuning of the “tunables” in the direction of the correct response. This process is known as training. The system discovers patterns as a result, which it may subsequently use to analyze new photos. This method is comparable to an adult showing a toddler multiple pictures of cats. The young toddler soon picks up on the patterns needed to identify and recognize a cat.

In deep learning (DL), a branch of machine learning, systems try to learn not just a single pattern but also a hierarchy of interconnected, composable patterns. A “deep” system is far more effective than a simple, “shallow” one due to the combination and layering of patterns. For example, a young toddler could not see a cat in the youngster instead first notices the margins of the object, a certain grouping of which denotes a textured outline with straightforward shapes, like eyes and ears. Larger groups such as heads and legs form among these parts, and a specific arrangement of them denotes the entire cat. The artificial neural network (ANN), [6] a structure made up of numerous small communication units known as neurons grouped in layers, is a very well-liked class of DL methods. An input layer, an output layer, and intermediate hidden layers make up a neural network [7]. A shallow neural network may have one or a few hidden layers, or it may have many hidden layers (deep neural network, DNN) because their values are neither pre-specified or externally apparent, these levels are referred to as hidden. They want to make it possible to compute the accurate value of the visible output layer by building hierarchically on the data that was obtained from the visible input layer. The architecture of a particular neural network is determined by the arrangement of connections between neurons, and the strength of those connections which is not evident is referred to as the weights of the neural network. The convolution neural network (CNN) is one of the ANN subclasses that is most frequently utilized in medicine and dentistry. Convolution is a mathematical technique used by CNNs to interpret digital data including sound, picture, and video. It also uses a specific neuron connection design. CNNs employ a sliding window to evaluate a larger image or signal by scanning a small area of inputs at a time from left to right and top to bottom. They are the most used algorithm for image recognition because they are so well suited to the task of classifying images [7].
How artificial intelligence are useful in dentistry

Due to the arrival of artificial intelligence, the field of dentistry is undergoing rapid change (AI). The way that AI is used to diagnose and treat patients by dentists has the potential to change completely. AI can analyze patient data, automate administrative processes, and even produce 3D models for dental operations in addition to spotting trends in medical photos.

Artificial intelligence (AI) technology can be used to identify periodontal disease and other dental disorders early on. As a result, less time must be spent on preventive measures while a more precise diagnosis and more successful treatment strategies are possible. By automating repetitive operations like appointment scheduling or alerting patients of impending appointments, AI-powered systems can also assist in reducing workloads and enhancing patient satisfaction. AI has the potential to change the dental industry and make dental procedures more effective, precise, and patient-centered thanks to its many uses.

In Radiology use of AI are

The ability of CNNs to recognize and detect anatomical features has showed promise. As an illustration, some people have received training to recognize and classify teeth from periapical radiographs. In the detection and identification of teeth, CNNs have shown a precision rate of 95.8%-99.45%, closely matching the performance of clinical specialists, whose precision rate was 99.98% [8, 9].

CNNs have additionally been employed in the identification and treatment of dental cavities [10]. A deep CNN algorithm was able to identify carious lesions in 3000 periapical radiographs of posterior teeth with an accuracy of 75.5%-93.3% and a sensitivity of 74.5%-97.1%. Clinical diagnosis using radiographs alone, with sensitivity ranging from 19% to 94%, is significantly improved by this [11]. Deep CNNs are among the most effective methods employed in this field because of their high potential for improving the sensitivity of dental caries diagnosis and their speed.

In orthodontics treatment

ANNs offer a great deal of promise to support clinical decision-making. To provide patients with consistent results throughout orthodontic treatments, it is crucial to meticulously schedule treatments. The inclusion of tooth extractions in the orthodontic treatment plan is typical, nevertheless. Before beginning any irreversible operations, it is crucial to make the best clinical decision possible. In individuals with malocclusion, an ANN was utilized to help identify whether tooth extractions was necessary before orthodontic treatment [12, 13]. The four built ANNs demonstrated an accuracy of 80-93% in detecting whether extractions were required to treat patients’ malocclusions while taking into account a number of clinical indices [12, 13].

In periodontics

The aggressive (AgP) and chronic (CP) forms of periodontitis are recognized by the 1999 American Academy of Periodontology classification of periodontal disease [14]. No single clinical, microbiological, histological, or genetic test, or a combination of them, can distinguish AgP from CP patients due to the disease’s complicated pathophysiology [15]. Leukocytes, interleukins, and IgG antibody titers were employed by Papanastopoulos and colleagues [16] to train an ANN to differentiate between AgP and CP in patients. Patient classification as AgP or CP was 90-98% accurate using the single ANN. An ANN including monocyte, eosinophi, and other cells produced the best overall prediction inputs include neutrophil levels and the CD4+/CD8− cell ratio. According to the study’s findings, ANNs can be used to accurately diagnose AgP or CP using relatively easy-to-obtain information, including leukocyte counts in peripheral blood. Treatment options for periodontally compromised teeth (PCT) and supporting structures include both surgical and nonsurgical procedures [17]. Despite improvements in therapeutic options, the process for detecting PCT and determining its prognosis has not much improved. The accuracy of clinical diagnostic and prognostic assessments is strongly dependent on empirical data [18]. Deep CNN algorithms’ potential usefulness and precision for identifying and forecasting PCT were assessed by Lee and colleagues [19]. The accuracy of PCT diagnosis using the CNN algorithm was found to be 76.7-81.0%, while the accuracy of predicting the requirement for extraction was 73.4-82.8%. Premolars were more accurately identified as PCTs than molars (accuracies were 82.8% and 73.4%, respectively), which was the apparent difference in accuracy between tooth types. Premolars typically have a single root, however molars typically have two or three roots, making the anatomy of molars more complex for a Child to understand.

In the endodontic

Although mandibular molars tend to have comparable root canal configurations, some unusual variants may occur [20]. Cone-beam computed tomography (CBCT) has emerged as the gold standard for reducing treatment failures caused by morphological variations and improving the therapeutic results of endodontic therapy. However, CBCT is not routinely employed due to its increased radiation exposure when compared to conventional radiographs [21]. To tackle these difficulties, artificial intelligence (AI) has been developed to categorize the provided data using a CNN to ascertain whether the distal root of the first mandibular molar has one or more additional canals. Dental CBCT radiographs of 760 mandibular first molars were examined. After determining whether the atypia was present or absent, image patches of the roots were processed using corresponding panoramic radiographs [22]. Although having a reasonably high accuracy of 86.9%, the CNN’s clinical integration has a number of drawbacks. Manual segmentation of the photos is required, which takes a lot of time. In order for the system to concentrate on the object being investigated, the obtained images must also be of an appropriate size and should focus on a small region while still covering enough ground to incorporate relevant information [23].

In oral pathology

Detection and diagnosis of oral lesions is of crucial importance in dental practices because early detection significantly improves prognosis. It is crucial to obtain an accurate diagnosis and give the patient the proper therapy because some oral lesions might be malignant or precancerous in nature. In the process of diagnosing head and neck cancer lesions, CNN has proven to be a helpful tool. CNN demonstrates remarkable potential for identifying unmoral tissues in tissue samples or on radiographs with specialty and accuracy at 78-81.8% and 80-83.3%, respectively (compared to those of specialists, which were 83.2% and 82.9%, respectively) [24].

Challenges in AI

Major obstacles to the application of AI systems in the healthcare industry include the administration and sharing of clinical data. The initial training of AI algorithms as well as ongoing training, validation, and enhancement require personal data from patients. Additionally, the advantage of AI can significantly impact data exchanges among various institutions and, in certain situations, across international borders. Systems that safeguard patient confidentiality and privacy must be modified in order to integrate AI into healthcare operations. Hence, anonymizing personal data is required before considering a wider release. There is skepticism regarding secure data sharing in the medical sector despite the capacity to take these steps.

Also, there are safety concerns with AI systems. It is necessary to develop mechanisms to regulate the effectiveness of the AI algorithms. Government should established a new medicine category called “Software as Medical Device” via which it will control patient safety and safe innovation. Another issue is ambiguous accountability when using AI systems. Who will be held accountable for a patient who suffers unintended effects as a result of a mistake or unfavorable event brought on by AI technology? Which party is at fault the expert or the programmer who created the algorithm? Given that the underlying tenet of our legal system is that wrongdoing and crime are ultimately accountable to individuals [24].

Clinic labeled datasets could have variable quality, which would restrict the effectiveness of the resulting AI systems. Health care practitioners should also be able to defend the judgments and projections produced by an AI system in addition to having a
thorough comprehension of them. Major advancements are needed before certain kinds of algorithms, like neural networks, can offer clinical diagnosis or treatment suggestions with complete transparency. Interpretability of AI technology is a known issue.

CONCLUSION

The majority of institutions are currently unprepared for the challenge of successfully integrating AI into dentistry, which will require training in both dental and continuing education. AI is also essential to augmented reality (AR) and virtual reality (VR). AR into computer-superimposed information overlays. A future for known as mixed reality combines elements of generative AI, VR, and AR into computer-superimposed information overlays. A future for AI in the health care system cannot be discounted given that numerous AI systems for various dentistry specialties are being researched and have so far yielded good preliminary results. AI systems have the potential to be a valuable resource for oral health professionals.
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